We present a novel positive potential-density pair expansion for modelling galaxies, based on the Miyamoto-Nagai (MN) disc. By using three sets of such discs, each one of them aligned along each symmetry axis, we are able to reconstruct a broad range of potentials that correspond to density profiles from exponential discs to 3D power law models with varying triaxiality (henceforth simply "twisted" models). We increase the efficiency of our expansion by allowing the scale length parameter of each disc to be negative. We show that, for suitable priors on the scale length and height parameters, these "MNn discs" have just one negative density minimum. This allows us to ensure global positivity by demanding that the total density at the global minimum is positive. We find that at better than 10% accuracy in our density reconstruction, we can represent a radial and vertical exponential disc over 0.1 − 10 scale lengths/heights with 4 MNn discs; an NFW profile over 0.1 − 10 scale lengths with 4 MNn discs; and a twisted triaxial NFW profile with 3 MNn discs per symmetry axis. Our expansion is efficient, fully analytic, and well-suited to reproducing the density distribution and gravitational potential of galaxies from discs to ellipsoids.
INTRODUCTION
Building mass models of galaxies has a long and rich history dating back to the pioneering work of Kapteyn (1922) and Schmidt (1956) . Modern models typically decompose disc galaxies into a stellar bulge and disc and a spherical or near-spherical dark matter halo (e.g. Caldwell & Ostriker 1981; Bahcall et al. 1983; Allen & Santillan 1991; Dehnen & Binney 1998; Evans & Wilkinson 2000; Wilkinson & Evans 1999; Corbelli & Salucci 2000; Borriello & Salucci 2001; Gentile et al. 2004; McMillan 2011) ; while elliptical galaxies are modelled as axisymmetric or triaxial systems (e.g. Binney 1978; Schwarzschild 1982; Levison & Richstone 1987; Mathieu & Dejonghe 1999; Statler et al. 2004; Cappellari et al. 2007; Foster et al. 2013) . Such modelling provides constraints on galaxy formation theories (e.g. Dutton et al. 2011; Cappellari et al. 2013; Dutton et al. 2015) ; the nature of dark matter (e.g. Volders 1959; Rubin & Ford 1970; Freeman 1970; Rubin et al. 1980; van Albada et al. 1985; Read & Moore 2005) ; the initial mass function of stars (e.g. Posacki al. 2015) ; and even the presence of central supermassive black holes (e.g. Magorrian et al. 1998) .
Typically, mass modelling practitioners assume some parameterized form for the gravitational potential of the stellar and dark components. This provides a convenient minimal description, but will lead to systematic bias if the chosen model does not encompass the object being fitted. This has led to the development of 'free form' or nonparametric methods (e.g. Chakrabarty & Saha 2001; Ibata et al. 2013; Watkins et al. 2013; Oh et al. 2015; Silverwood et al. 2015) . These assume some rather general expression for the potential, typically with far more parameters than data constraints. These parameters are then marginalised over using statistical techniques like Markov Chain Monte Carlo (e.g. Ibata et al. 2013; Watkins et al. 2013; Chakrabarty & Saha 2014; Silverwood et al. 2015) . At the extremum of such methods is an expansion of the potential with arbitrarily many terms. Hernquist & Ostriker (1992) refer to this method of solving the Poisson equation as 'Self Consistent Field', or SCF; it can be made efficient if the lowest order terms in the expansion reasonably approximate real galaxies (Clutton-Brock 1973; Hernquist & Ostriker 1992) .
With the advent of exquisite data from integral field spectrographs and the Gaia satellite, we can now afford to relax many of the traditional assumptions that go into the mass models (e.g. Cappellari et al. 2011; Brown 2013; Silverwood et al. 2015) . To this end, it is interesting to explore new expansions for the gravitational potential. While an orthonormal and complete basis is ideal, there is no guarantee that this will lead to a positive mass distribution everywhere in space. Furthermore, such fully general expansions are often not very efficient, being typically either well suited to a disc-like geometry or a more spheroidal geometry (e.g. Hernquist & Ostriker 1992) .
An alternative to a complete basis function is to utilise some general form for the gravitational potential Φ(x, y, z) or density ρ(x, y, z), chosen to approximate real galaxies. If using an analytic form for the potential, then the density follows straightforwardly from Poisson's equation:
However, the trouble with this approach is that it is difficult to ensure that ρ will be everywhere positive. A simple example is the flattened logarithmic potential for which the density is negative for flattening parameter q < 1/ √ 2 (Binney & Tremaine 2008) . If instead, we use some general form for the density distribution ρ(x, y, z), then solving the Poisson equation becomes a potentially expensive inversion problem.
In this paper, we take an approach similar to the 'Multi-Gaussian Expansion' method (Cappellari 2002 ) that has been widely used for modelling galaxies and globular star clusters (e.g. Watkins et al. 2013; Cappellari et al. 2013) . However, instead of using Gaussians that require a one-dimensional integral to determine the gravitational potential, we use instead an expansion in known analytic 'potential-density pairs'. These are known analytic solutions to the Poisson equation and so Φ(x, y, z) is fully specified by ρ(x, y, z) and vice-versa. Specifically, we focus on the Miyamoto-Nagai (MN) density profile which has already been widely used to model galactic discs (e.g. Miyamoto & Nagai 1975; Caldwell & Ostriker 1981; Allen & Santillan 1991; Flynn et al. 1996; Read & Moore 2005; Smith et al. 2015) . However, our method could equally be applied to any potential density-pair. The MN density profile and potential are given by:
where R, z are the radius and height in cylindrical coordinates; M is the disc mass and a and b play the role of the radial and height scale length of the disc respectively. Notice that in the limit a → 0, the MN disc approaches the Plummer model (Plummer 1911) ; while in the limit b → 0 it approaches the infinitely thin Kuzmin disc (Kuzmin 1956 ). The MN disc is an attractive building block for a new expansion function since any linear combination of such discs will provide an analytic and positive solution to the Poisson equation for all values of M, a, b > 0. Indeed, the early 'Satoh models' took advantage of this property Satoh (1980) . Furthermore, a single component can already approximate both disc-like structures and spherical/oblate Plummer-like distributions using just three parameters (two length parameters and a mass parameter). Recently, Smith et al. (2015) have shown that three MN discs give a good fit to an exponential disc (that is a good approximation of the stellar disc of both our Milky Way and many extragalactic systems; e.g. Lin & Pringle 1987; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Rix & Bovy 2013) out to 10 disc scale lengths. In their model, the MN discs are allowed to have negative mass which is why so few terms are required to give an excellent fit. However, the price for this is that the density becomes negative at large radii. In this paper, we expand on this idea by introducing three new ingredients. Firstly, we do not allow negative mass M but we allow instead the parameter a to go negative. We refer to these as 'Miyamoto-Nagai negative' (MNn) discs. We show that with suitable priors on the parameters a and b, global minima must lie along R in the z = 0 plane. Thus, by performing a rapid test of positivity along this line, we can efficiently ensure that our entire reconstruction is positive. Secondly, we align three sets of such discs along each symmetry plane allowing us to build fully analytic triaxial models. Thirdly, we allow arbitrarily many terms in our expansion, allowing us to reach high accuracy where the data require it. This paper is organised as follows. In §2, we describe our MNn disc expansion method. In §3, we present some worked examples ranging from exponential discs to twisted triaxial ellipsoids. Finally in §4, we present our conclusions.
THE METHOD: THE SUPERPOSITION OF MIYAMOTO-NAGAI DISCS

The Miyamoto-Nagai 'negative' (MNn) disc
We make our expansion more efficient by allowing the parameter a in the Miyamoto-Nagai disc (equation 2) to be negative. In this case, we should no longer think of equation 2 as describing a disc, but rather a component of some more general function expansion. Note that when allowing a < 0, we still maintain an analytic solution to the Poisson equation.
From equation 2, we can see that there will be interesting behaviour above and below the boundary a + b = 0. At this point, the term in the denominator [
5/2 produces a negative divergent density at ρ(0, 0). For a + b < 0, this divergent behaviour splits, giving two infinite minima at R = 0, zc = ± √ a 2 − b 2 . Since such negative infinities cannot be purged through the addition of any finite number of positive MNn discs, we place the restriction a + b > 0 on our MNn disc models. This leads to a single negative density minimum at a point [Rc, 0] , where:
This is shown in Figure 1 ; second panel. As can be seen, the restriction a+b > 0 still produces a wide range of interesting behaviour that can increase the efficiency of our function expansion. 
The MNn potential-density pair
We build our triaxial potential-density pair by summing over three sets of such MNn discs, each aligned along a symmetry plane:
where
; p3 = y and Mi,j, ai,j, bi,j are the parameters. The total number of parameters is 3(N1 + N2 + N3), where Ni is the number of MNn discs lying along each plane. As explained in 2.1, we apply the constraints ai,j + bi,j > 0 to ensure that there is no divergence in the density. This does not guarantee that our solution will be positive. However, since each MNn component has a single minimum that lies along [R, 0], we ensure global positivity by ensuring positivity along [Q1, 0], [Q2, 0] and [Q3, 0] using Brent's method (Brent 1973) . Note that in practice, it is very rare for the total density to go negative. For this reason, when fitting our basis to data we typically check for positivity only after the fitting is complete. This is substantially more efficient than checking 'on the fly'. Our code can, however, check on the fly if necessary.
The MCMC fit
To test the efficiency of our new potential-density pair expansion, in this paper we fit the density profile (equation 5) to a range of different density distributions relevant for modelling galaxies, from exponential discs to twisted triaxial ellipsoids. To perform these fits, we use the affine invariant Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampler Emcee (ForemanMackey et al. 2013) . We use 100 walkers each run for 2000 models, determining the goodness of fit from a χ 2 measure between the MNn potential-density pair and the 3D target density distribution calculated on a grid. We use a grid spacing of 0.2 of the scale length, covering a range from 0.1 to 10 scale lengths. We throw out the first half of all models to ensure that our chains have 'burned in'. Since we are not so interested here in the degeneracy of our model fits, we focus just on the best fitting model, as measured by the χ 2 between the 3D model density distribution and the target model. With Emcee, it is straightforward to set the constraint a + b > 0 by setting the likelihood of the fit to −∞ if the constraint is violated. Our MNn potential-density pair expansion code, including the Emcee fitting routines, is publicly available: https://github.com/mdelorme/MNn. If using the code, please cite this paper and its Github page.
RESULTS
In this section, we fit our MNn expansion (equation 5) to a range of density profiles relevant for modelling galaxies. Our aim is to test how efficient and accurate our potentialdensity pair is by calculating how many terms are required to give a good representation of the target density distribution. We define a 'good representation' as having an error of better than 10% over 0.1 − 10 scale radii. This is a reasonable goal given that we are unlikely to have data of sufficient quality to measure real galactic potentials at better than this accuracy, even with Gaia quality data (e.g. Silverwood et al. 2015) .
Spherical target models
We begin by considering purely spherical models. In this case, the density profile only depends on the distance to the centre of the mass distribution. We present two cases of interest. The first is the Navarro, Frenk and White (NFW) density profile:
where rs is the scale factor and ρ0 is the characteristic density of the distribution. This gives a good approximation to the spherically averaged dark matter distribution in puredark matter structure formation simulations (e.g. Dubinski & Carlberg 1991; Navarro et al. 1996) . It is also an interesting test because the central density diverges whereas the MNn density profile has a central constant density core (see equation 2 in the limit a = 0; R, z → 0). Thus, it should be quite challenging for our potential-density pair to reproduce equation 6. The second profile we consider is a 'cored NFW' distribution:
where rc is the core radius. This is interesting since such dark matter density distributions appear to give a better match to real disc galaxies (e.g. Flores & Primack 1994; Moore 1994; de Blok et al. 2001; Oh et al. 2011 Oh et al. , 2015 , as may be expected if dark matter is heated by bursty star formation (e.g. Read & Gilmore 2005; Pontzen & Governato 2014; Read et al. 2015 ).
Since the above distributions are spherically symmetric, we assume a = 0 and compare the MNn expansion with the target model just along the radial coordinate. In this case (a = 0), the MNn density profile reduces to the Plummer profile. In principle, we could add in other expansion terms like a Dehnen sphere (Dehnen 1993) to make fitting cuspy profiles more efficient, but this is beyond the scope of this work. We use 50 points uniformly distributed over the range 0.1 − 10rs. Using a non-uniform grid allows us to obtain a better fit at smaller radii with a correspondingly poorer fit at larger radii for a fixed number of MNn terms. This may be useful if the behaviour at large radii, where the density is very low, needs not be captured so accurately. We focus on uniform grids for the remainder of this paper. The results are shown in Figure 2 , left panels. We define the residual of the logarithm of density as follows:
where ρtrue is the value of the original density profile and ρ f it is the value of the MNn fitting. As can be seen, we obtain a very good fit in both cases (at better than ∼ 10% accuracy over 0.1 − 10rs) with only four MNn discs.
The effect of varying the number of MNn discs
In Figure 2 , right panels, we compare the NFW profile with the MNn expansion, but this time varying the number of MNn discs. We perform the fitting with one, two, three and four MNn discs. As we can see clearly in the figure, the quality progressively improves as more MNn discs are added. In this paper we are primarily interested in reproducing 'perfect data' and assessing whether our MNn expansion is convergent. When fitting imperfect data with our MNn expansion, we will reach a point where adding further terms to the expansion no longer improves the 'Bayesian Evidence' of the fit (e.g. Trotta 2008 ). This can be used to determine how many terms are suitable for a given data sample.
Axisymmetric target models
As discussed in §1, galactic discs are well approximated by an exponential function in R and z:
where R0 is the radial length-scale and z0 is the vertical length-scale. We fit our MNn expansion to equation 9 by comparing the two on a 2D grid of 1600 points in R, z over the range 0 < R/R0 < 10 and 0 < |z/z0| < 10. The results are shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen, we obtain a fit at better than ∼ 10% accuracy over 0 < R/R0 < 10 and 0 < |z/z0| < 10 with just four MNn discs. We checked the residuals over the entire grid used for the fit (here and in the following targets), and found that are comparable to those reported here along the symmetry axes. Here, we clearly benefit from the fact that the MNn disc is intrinsically axisymmetric and aligned with the target distribution.
The effect of 'negative a'
In order to explore the effect of allowing "negative a" on the fitting, we fit a double exponential density profile as follows. First, we carried out the fitting with 3 MN discs, requiring a to be positive for all the three discs. Then, we performed the fitting with two and three MNn discs, that is, allowing a to be negative with the restriction a+b > 0. Figure 4 shows the residuals of this process. The three MNn model is the best fit out of the three, particularly with regards the vertical structure of the disc, while the two MNn and the three MN fits are about equivalent. Thus, the MNn potential-density pair gives us a substantially better fit than the MN potentialdensity pair for the same number of parameters.
Triaxial target models
We now consider fully triaxial models for which we will need to use our full MNn expansion in equation 5.
The triaxial NFW density profile
We first consider a triaxial version of the NFW density profile in equation 6. This is interesting because dark matter . MNn fit (dotted line) for a triaxial NFW density profile (solid lines). We require 3 × 2 MNn discs (two MNn discs per symmetry plane) to obtain a good fit (at better than ∼ 10% over the range 0.1 < s/rs < 10).
halos in pure dark matter simulations are expected to be triaxial (e.g. Jing & Suto 2002) , as are elliptical galaxies (e.g. Binney 1978 ). We consider constant ellipticity as a function of ellipsoidal radius by introducing elliptical coordinates and substituting r for s:
where a > b > c are the major, intermediate and minor axis, respectively. Here, we use a = 1.2, b = 1.0, c = 0.8. The resulting density profile is given by:
We fit our full MNn expansion to equation 11 on a 3D grid of 8000 points over the ranges 0.1 < [x, y, z]/rs < 10. The results are shown in Figure 5 . We find that we obtain a fit at better than ∼ 10% accuracy over 0.1 < s/rs < 10 with 3 × 2 MNn discs -i.e. two MNn discs per symmetry plane. Note that the above fit requires 18 parameters which is substantially more than the five required by equation 11. However, we gain two important benefits for this additional cost. Firstly, our solution has a fully analytic gravitational potential and force. Secondly, we are able with the same number of parameters to represent a much broader range of profiles than those encompassed by equation 11. We consider this more explicitly, next.
The twisted triaxial NFW density profile
Real dark matter halos (and elliptical galaxies) may be substantially more complex than the density profile in equation 11. Firstly, the triaxiality is expected to vary and 'twist' with ellipsoidal radius (e.g. Jing & Suto 2002) . Secondly, when considering baryon cooling and disc formation the halo is expected to become oblate and aligned with the disc -at least out to ∼ 20 disc scale lengths (e.g. Katz & Gunn 1991; Dubinski 1994; Debattista et al. 2008 ). This will lead to an inner oblate halo that becomes triaxial at large radii. There may even be evidence for such a radially varying shape from the peculiar dynamics of the Sagittarius stream stars (VeraCiro & Helmi 2013) . To see how efficiently our expansion can represent these more complex profiles, we construct a 'twisted' triaxial NFW profile as follows. We define a triaxial variable, similarly to previously:
but this time we define also an axisymmetric variable:
Now, we define a variable that is axisymmetric in the centre and triaxial in the outskirts and has a smooth transition at radius rt. This variable can be written as:
The twisted triaxial NFW density profile is then given by:
with s defined as above. Thus, when sT and sA are small compared with rt, s ≈ sA and the density profile is axisymmetric. On the other hand, when sT and sA are large compared with rt, s ≈ sT and the density profile is triaxial. We fit our full MNn expansion to equation 15 on a 3D grid of 8000 points over 0.1 < [x, y, z]/rs < 10. We use a = 1.2, b = 1.0, c = 0.8, same as in the previous section. The density distribution is shown in Figure 6 and the results of our MNn potential-density pair fit in Figure 7 . As can be seen, we now require 3 × 3 sets of MNn discs (i.e. 27 parameters) to obtain a fit at better than 10% accuracy over 0.1 < s /rs < 10.
The potential and the force field
So far, we have compared the original density profile with the one we obtain with our potential-density pair. It is interesting also to compare the potential generated by these density profiles and the force field as well. An important advantage of our potential-density pair is that the potential and the force field can be calculated analytically which is not the case, for instance, for the triaxial and twisted NFW profiles which have to be calculated numerically.
We now compare the potential and the force field generated by a triaxial NFW density profile with those generated by our potential-density pair. We first calculate the potential 
This is an improper integral over the variable τ , where
Once we have calculated the potential generated by the original density profile, now we calculate the potential generated by our superposition of MNn discs. This is just the sum of the potential generated by each single MNn disc that follows analytically from equation 3. We compare our MNn potential and force field with the true solution in Figure 8 for the case of a triaxial NFW profile.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel positive potential-density pair expansion for modelling galaxies, based on the MiyamotoNagai (MN) disc. The key novelties of our method are: (i) we use three sets of such discs aligned along each symmetry axis, allowing us to model triaxial and twisted triaxial systems;
(ii) we increase the efficiency of our expansion by allowing the scale length parameter of each disc a to be negative; (iii) we introduce a constraint equation that ensures that the total density is everywhere positive; and (iv) we allow arbitrarily many discs in our expansion, allowing us to accurately model a wide range of density distributions relevant for modelling galaxies. We find that at better than 10% accuracy in our density reconstruction, we can represent a radial and vertical exponential disc over 0.1 − 10 scale lengths/heights with 4 MNn discs; an NFW profile over 0.1−10 scale lengths with 4 MNn discs; and a twisted triaxial NFW profile with 3 MNn discs per symmetry axis. Our potential-density pair is efficient, fully analytic, and well-suited to reproducing the density distribution and gravitational potential of galaxies from discs to ellipsoids.
